Press Release

Trust1Team and Connective team up to accelerate Digital Identity
and Digital Signatures Worldwide
Antwerp – April 29, 2019 - Connective, a well-known reference in the field of digital transaction
management and technology specialist Trust1Team (T1T), today announced a strategic
partnership to accelerate Connective´s growth in the European and global market of digital
identity and digital signatures solutions.
In an expanding digital world, governments, companies and individuals increasingly rely on
digital identification to be able to offer digital services around the world and to digitally sign all
types of documents following the best standards and regulations.
Connective already offers innovative digital solutions that are mainly focused on the western
European market and is currently making huge investments to become a global player. In view
of this international expansion and support for cross-border businesses, the harmonization of
EU identity schemes is needed. Connective will facilitate this harmonization, by creating an
identity hub between all available identities delivered by Public Authorities and private
initiatives such as itsme® (BE) or iDIN (NL) that can provide substantial or strong guarantees on
identity. Thanks to the partnership with T1T, Connective can accelerate this growth plan and
roll out its services throughout Europe (eIDAS), and even worldwide, at a faster pace. With these
enhanced signing and identification solutions Connective will be able to allow any kind of
organization, government to onboard and engage customers and citizens across the world in a
secure and intuitive way.
Filip Verreth, Chief Product Officer of Connective explains why they chose Trust1Team:
“T1T´s significant experience and proven track record within the identification industry convinced us
that they are the perfect partner to support our international expansion strategy. T1T has an amazing
product and innovative technology, which we look forward to incorporating into our European and
global offering. Its digital technology allows us to support both national E-ID’s as well as local and
corporate identities. Because of its modular configuration we can quickly roll out to any other
country.”

Michallis Pashidis, CEO of Trust1Team comments:
“Connective and Trust1Team share the same vision on the future of digital identity. We are
enthusiastic about the opportunity to help each other to further accelerate our international
expansion and become a global leader in online authentication, identification, verification and
electronic signatures.”
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About Trust1Team
Trust1Team, established in 2014, provides an easy way for Governments, enterprises and other
organisations to digitise their processes in a secure and trusted way. They have created the
perfect secure and compliant environment for frictionless authentication, the seamless
signature of electronic documents, highly secure archiving, among others, following the best
standards and regulations. More information on www.trust1team.com

About Connective
Connective, founded in 2014, has rapidly become a reference in the field of Digital Transaction
Management (combining: digital identity, smart document generation and digital signatures).
The ScaleUp offers solutions to digitize document-driven processes and easily sign documents
digitally. Companies such as BNP Paribas, ING Bank, AG Insurance, Belgian Mobile ID (Itsme®),
Nuon, Talentsoft, Toyota, Engie, Ramsay, Grant Thornton, DELA, Pirelli, Bank Delen and many
others firmly believe in the solution offered by Connective. The company counts more than 50
employees and has its HQ in Antwerp (BE) and subsidiaries in Amsterdam (NL) and Paris (FR).
More information on www.connective.eu

